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Sen Harold French

So, there's a little history with this bill. When I sat in commerce every time in the house, every time

we get a bill to address this, I said, no, two years in the house. I said, no. As chair of commerce in the

Senate, every time something like this would come through, I would say no, this year I was listening

to these people, and I realized this problem's not going to go away. So, I had drafted Senate bill 324

and the original bill, a no bill addressed, addressed homeowners, associations, it addressed condos

and it, and it addressed. Oh co-ops. Now when that bill came out, it was the bill that would solve this

problem. It set up a state board to overview disputes. It also brought out about 480 people against

the bill in the women behind me for it. So, in other words, it didn't go over too well, shall we say so

Senator Bradley using his wisdom said, let's address what we can address now that will make a

difference. And therefore, we have the bill that you have before you. Now, this bill works on condo

associations and homeowners’ associations and the co-ops ho homeowner co-ops and this bill, just

because there's so many disputes within these condo associations and homeowners’ associations are

these co-ops this bill requires these groups to have a dispute resolution board within their own unit.

It's nothing run by the state, which is probably the way to do it, except it's not going to pass. And no

one likes it except me and the people behind me. So, I would like you to listen to what these people

have to say about it, why they need it and why you shouldn't listen to your chairman when he tries

to kill this before this committee. So, thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Q: Rep Johnson - And how did it <affirmative> and how did it come out to the Senate committee?

A: This one came out fairly well, actually looking here. Why do you ask these questions?

Q: Rep Johnson - You think you'd know by now

A: It came out.



Q: Rep Hunt - Just say, you'll get back to her later.

A: Thank you. I'll get back to you later, but if you look at the built docket sheet, it'll be on there. I

just can't read it. It's too small print. All right.

Q: Rep Burroughs - Thank you for taking my question Senator over here. One concern I have is the

makeup of the resolution board. Yep. Because with the exception of the person appointed by the bar,

it's, it's, it's either the speaker of the house or the governor, which means that the majority party

could have the entire, basically the entire board. And, and you know, let's just say that it's Governor

Sherman, you're seeing that might be a problem to some people that governor SHR Sherman could

appoint all these people and the speaker of the house. So that's my concern that the majority party is

going to control that

A: Changes are available.

Q: Rep Hunt - Evidently, he's easy. Any other questions on the community members? Yeah. One

there. So I have one question for you. I'll get, you I'll get them but I have a question for you. Yes. Did

anybody consider that? Shouldn't we just require that any new condos or new homeowner

association, anything going forward, any change in their bylaws, it should have a statement in there

about what exactly is the grievance procedure of that particular association.

A: Mr. Chair, you know, as well as I do people don't read those what I know, and this was my

argument, the same as yours all along for six, seven years, I had the same argument do your

homework, but it doesn't work. So, this would settle it.

Q: Rep Ammon - Thank you. I sit here all day. I don't get to ask any questions. Thank you for your

testimony, Senator French. I think I was on the condo commission with you. When we talked about

the idea for this bill, we also talked about sun setting that commission, which I think has been in

place 14 or 15 years. Would you be amenable to putting a sunset in this?

A: I would.

Q: Rep Burroughs - I like the way you phrase that. Another question? I'll make it quick. Okay. I

don't understand. Item 22 to 23 in the event of a dispute between an association of between a

homeowner and the association, the resolution shall favor the property owner. I don't understand

that. Why is that? So, page four. I'm sorry. I should have said page four,

A: You, you don't have the new and improved.

A: Okay. The new one improved. So that was the original. Okay.

Q: Rep Van Houten - I do. I have a quick question. Isn't this essentially what exists now? If I have a

dispute, don't I go to the board now? And if they say no, Connie, you're crazy. This is, I could not go. I

could go to court as well.

A: This is a, I believe this will create a new board that just handles disputes within the communities.

Q: Rep Van Houten - Thank you. I didn't thank you for taking my question. Should that be more

specified here that it's a separate dispute board, as opposed to the board of directors?

Sen Harold French



That would it's open. These are all conversations. These can be changed and, and made better with

your, your thoughts.

Rep Susan Almy

Not 15. We put this together in 2010. We had six months before the O'Brien administration removed

everybody who was on it, except one who got sidelined that we have had a lot of problem. This

representative Almy. Grafton, 13 city of Lebanon, and also on for a lot more than 15 years chair of

president of my homeowner's association by popular demand because they couldn't find anybody to

replace me. When I've tried to retire the first time, I've still got interim after my name. It's a small

homeowner's association and we the problem that we have with these associations condominium one

and the homeowners association, one, which doesn't occur with the manufactured housing parks,

there are already two bodies that take very good care of those in just about every situation that you

can can create. The first one was created by representative Senator, judge Gordon, who currently

chairs the two small homeowners association representative Abramson, forgot to say he wanted to

add an extra member to, to us so that we wouldn't have all of these perpetual quorum problems, the

Senate having removed someone and made us for people <laugh>. But the the housing the

manufactured housing parks are, are overseen by the manufactured housing board does a very good

job of this. And most of the co-op manufactured housing parks, the tenant owned ones on are I think

all of them probably have guidance from the community loan fund for the duration of their lives. So,

and that guidance has a lot it's very heavily concentrated. I think in later years in making sure that

boards properly represent the, the owners and that there is a de democratic elected board and that

people know what's going on, that doesn't, hasn't worked everywhere. It didn't work in one place.

And that was the Genesis of the opposition to this bill. But the opposition to the, to the original bill

was aggravated by the fact that added to the bill were a lot of stipulations for homeowner

associations. Uh the first of which in my mind is something that no homeowner association board

and most of its membership would think was feasible at all. That is that every board see every board

rotate the entire membership of the association through the board in two-year terms on almost all, a

lot of the associations are partly or mostly second homeowners. They aren't around on in my small

association, we have a number of people who are physically or mentally, or both incapable of doing

that work on and won't and several others that are very very heavy workers. We have a lot of

hospital people, and they find it very difficult to participate. So so there were a number of other

stipulations, which a number of homeowner associations, because they vary a lot, would find quite

difficult. And a lot of people came out to oppose the, the bill on the commission, got a chance to look

at it for, I think it was 15 minutes while we were discussing at the same time. Uh and it was seven

pages long, something like that. So on we, we only discussed the possibility of amending it in the

house once it came over. So on, I am here to ask you to ITLs bill so that we can, can start with a

clean slate again, next term on this. And the chair doesn't like this idea much, but the biggest

problem we have with the condominium and the homeowner associations is when the board with or

without the property manager goes bad, will not allow the owners to see the financial documents will

not allow the owners to vote. There are a fair number of boards that are self-perpetuating over the

years. And a number of these places run into major financial problems because of this kind of

behavior too, because they aren't properly doing maintenance. And they get a reputation around

town for, for discriminatory behavior. And the property values go down and then people are faced

with, do I sell? I want to get out to here. Do I sell at a bargain price to somebody who doesn't know

what's going on a lot? I've had people one couple that was in my association that a drunkard moved

in next door that was very difficult for them. They waited to sell until he had died because they were

honest, and they didn't want to sell to somebody that something that we couldn't do anything about.

But on, or do or are they trapped? Some people walk away from these associations. They just

crumble half the people have walked away because they, they can afford to do it. But a lot of other



people move into these places as retirees having calculated exactly how much they can afford to pay

for their housing for the rest of their life and can't afford to move away. So we do need something.

This is not it. This is what we are doing now, except that it adds an extra step, which is for the

people that have decided that the board is doing wrong, to ask for a meeting with that board and

have the board tell them they don't care because they've already been doing that for quite a while.

And then they can, after that they can go to the superior court, which is the only place they can go

now. And that takes at least two years of waiting. And I'm not talking about pandemic time, I'm

talking about pre pandemic, and it used to be $20,000. It's probably more than that now to get

yourself through this. So it, it very rarely happens. Things just crumble or people and people move

away, or they sell to, we've had a couple of people come to us because they'd bought something they

thought was great. And then it wasn't. So also, section two the homeowners associations, there is no

definition in the RSAs of a homeowner's association. So, you need to provide one if you pass this. And

that's all I had to say. And I'm sorry, it took a bit more than two minutes.

Q: Rep Van Houten - Thank you. When welcome to commerce representative did you, when you read

this or when you, I'm sure you followed this, I know that you've been involved in this very heavily for

quite a while. Yeah. Do you read this as establishing a separate dispute board or having the person

who has the dispute going to the existing condo board or homeowner's association board?

A: This does not this talks about the board governing board of the condominium or the homeowner's

association or the tenants association? No, they, it actually, they aren't tenants they're owners in the

manufactured housing parks that are co-ops. But if they own it, they aren't tenants <laugh>. But

anyway, sorry. So, it it's the existing board that is supposed to hear the case about why there is a

problem with the existing board.

Q: Rep Van Houten - Thank you. The Senator who introduced this indicated that there is a

possibility of making change. Do you think that if it were a dispute board, as opposed to the board of

directors of the association, that that would strengthen this bill?

A: We have a lot of smaller homeowner associations and co and condo associations. I know one that's

only four on you can't put fit two boards into those places, but and it's, it's difficult. I mean, you're

talking about volunteers doing what town and city governments do and smaller towns have

problems, getting volunteers to be clerk and things like that on. So do, and, but they have the New

Hampshire municipal association to help them out. These associations don't have anybody above

them to help them out. Except for the manufactured housing board and the community loan fund.

Lou Gargiulo - Great North Property Mgmt

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and the committee. I'm happy to be before you today. My name is

Lou Gargiulo. I reside in Hampton falls, New Hampshire, and I'm the CEO and founder of great

north property management in Exeter, New Hampshire. My firm is responsible for the management

of more than 25,000 condominium and homeowners association units. That house, approximately

75,000 people. I am also a member of the community association, legislative action committee. For

those of you who don't know what CAI is, a community association Institute is a public interest

group nationally that works for the betterment of unit owners in condominium and homeowners

associations across the country. I'm here today to voice my support in the support of the CAI

legislative action committee for the revised Senate bill 324. In my opinion, the bill as originally

proposed was a solution in search of a problem that doesn't really exist to any great degree that

would warrant creating another government board in more bureaucracy. It's important to note I

regress to say there are 265,000 approximately residents who live in condominiums in New



Hampshire in approximately 107,000 homes. And in 2200 associations, please take note, I'm

speaking in favor of it. Representative Al is speaking against it. That tells you the extent of the

problem. There is a very limited problem. The amended bill provides additional protection for unit

owners. If there is a runaway board, a runaway board president who refuses to meet with the unit

owner who has a, an issue, this bill compels them to do it. If they fail to do it, then this gives that

unit owner, if necessary, additional evidence to bring before a superior court judge to say, we have

exhausted every effort and the association refuses to meet with us. I think this is a reasonable

compromise. The unit owner has to be responded to with a meeting within 30 days. And the board

has to be responded, respond to them in 30 days. So, it gives a clear trail for the unit owner. If in fact

they're being abused. If the parties don't come to a mutually acceptable resolution, they can still

bring the issue before a court of competent jurisdiction. I believe the amended bill is a reasonable

compromise that will move the process of belong. If something does exist without the state's

interference or expense. Keep in mind if there was as proposed before a board created people from all

over the state would have to come, they would have to pay a fee. Either side in that dispute would

end up appealing it to the superior court, and it would cost double the amount of money this provides

local control over a locally elected board and provides the unit owner a relief. If they feel they're

being abused and provides the material of that relief. If the matter has to be taken for it, I ask you to

find this bill good to legislate and move it forward to the entire house. Thank you.

Q: Rep Van Houten - I'd just like to follow up in my earlier questioning is it your interpretation that

there would be a separate dispute board separate from the board of directors to whom some would

bring a concern?

A: No, that's not how the language is written in the board. And on that point, I agree with

representative Almy. There are not huge. Some of these associations in New Hampshire are very

small and to create an additional board would be a cumbersome issue. And I don't see any need. I

think though this board forces the association and for some reason, a board member, or a board

refuses to meet this compels them to do it. And it will be in the governing documents of the

association that they have to amend their bylaws accordingly.

Q: Rep Van Houten - Just the same, the same line of questioning that I've asked the earlier. People

who've testified. So in essence with this bill and I, I should clarify, I am a condominium owner and

occupant, and I have served on boards in other states. But I'm not speaking for myself. I'm speaking

about the experiences that I've seen based upon the idea that the complainant would go to the

condominium board of I'm using condominium, but it's, I know it's more extensive. The claimant, the

complainant would go to the condominium board that currently exists, that, that currently, if, if I

have a concern and I, I don't get any kind of recourse from the condominium board of directors and I

go to them, they're the same people that I have a complaint against. Can I expect to get a resolution

that's fair? And just,

A: I think you can, I think most people on boards are there for the right reasons. I think there are

very remote situations where that may not be the case. I deal with many boards. I serve on boards

myself. And I think in most cases they will, I, I have heard of cases where a board refuses to meet

and they say, we're just not doing it. And I think this bill corrects that issue because if they don't

meet, they're violating both the letter and the spirit of the law. And I think that puts them in a very

difficult position if the unit owner decides to bring it to the superior court. So, I think it serves a

significant purpose without creating more laws and more infrastructure for people to pay more

money to go to. So, I think this is a relief that wasn't there. That will be helpful.

Bonnie Gawrys



Good afternoon, gentlemen, as you know, my name is Bonnie Gawrys and I'm here today,

representing myself, Louise Rideout, and John Murphy from Bayview cross and cooperative in

Allenstown. And he could not be here with us today. As you know, we are in favor of SB 3 24. We

need a mechanism within each cooperative to handle complaints relative to the bylaw violations,

whether the violations are tenants of the cooperative or members of the board, if a resolution cannot

be reached at the cooperative level, the tenant still has the ability to challenge the issue at the

superior court in our community. And many other complaints are not addressed by the boards,

leaving we as residents without a voice. The bill is a step in the right direction to protect our rights

and interest of the tenants in all resident owned communities. Thank you, Louise

Louise Rideout

Hi. My name is Louise Rideout and I live at Bayview crossing cooperative in Allentown and you're

right. The last time was a lot of testimony this time, the revised edition. I understand that the

concern of not having a separate board, but we really don't want it to be. We we're so like controlled

by everything. It should be something that responsible adults can take care of, but unfortunately

that doesn't always happen. So, some type of a guideline is, is very good. And it's important because

you know, you, you might have a board that you can work with, or you might have a board that you

can't work with. Like two months ago. One of our, I think it was two months ago at our meeting, one

of our zoom meetings the community loan fund tech representative Allen Blake. He, he addressed

the meeting by saying five people, which we have five members of the board can't run the park. So,

in that regards, you have to understand that's happened sometimes. So, to have this in place for us,

if we need it, it's important. It's not frivolous. It's, you know, it's important to have a separate

resolution board would be nice, but if we can't do that, we're adults, we're homeowners, we're adults.

We should be able to, you know, get things done. One thing I would really like to address is that this

bill, as it states about the bylaws, our, when I, we became a co-op three years ago, in 2019, we used

the templates of the community loan fund. We were, it was kind of like this is, would, would work

best for you. And at some point, we tried to adopt different bylaws, which there was a lot of

opposition against bylaws that would probably better suit our own community. So that didn't help a

little bit. The one thing that I would hope that this would address too, is that you wouldn't have

third party entities like community loan fund or anybody else that would want to, you know, sway

the board, and have the board maybe adopt what they want instead of what is best for the

community. And when that happens, it really causes a lot of problems for the homeowners, because

now you have a board that could be influenced by outside people telling them that, you know, you

should do it this way. You should do it that way. You know, get rid of this person, get rid of that

person instead of us being able to have this. So, this is really something that can protect people who

are being targeted and, you know, having the board, some boards in place being swayed by outside

parties, which I don't think should be, it should be right in within our own community and our own.

We should be adults and be able to handle it without any interference from any other sources. I

thank you for listening.

Bonnie Gawrys

I just, I, I want to just say something about what you just said, and Louise is at Louise is absolutely

right. We, we don't need anybody to sway the board that, that that's in place right now. You, you

have people on the board who might not like Louise, who might not like me. And we have to bring

something up to them. We're not going to get anything. Do you know what I'm trying to say? Yep.

We, we had for instance, last, last year we had someone sitting on the board that was not following

the bylaws and try to take five people out of the membership and then throw them out of the park.

That, that, that was not right. They did not follow the bylaws. The people that were in place on that



board did absolutely nothing. A technical advisor didn't do anything to advise them that what they

were doing was incorrect. So consequently, these, we had five tenants that were beside themselves

because they said, well, where are we going to go? We own this house. Now we're going to get evicted

because I've got a, mophead sitting on my lawn. Do you know what I'm trying to say? So, we need, we

need protection ourselves. You know, not everybody's personality matches not everybody's going to

agree with everybody else, but when you have a board in place that has issues with people in the

park you're not going to, you're not going to get fair decision from them.

New Speaker

Okay. as I read this, there is nothing to protect the owner from retribution for having sued. If it goes

to that. So they can't get satisfaction at the, at the board level, at the park or the, or the condo

association, they have to sue, but there's nothing to protect them against retribution against this

against the owner. Even if it's, if it's satisfactory, regardless of, of the outcome of that suit for or

against would you be amenable to something that would specify protection against retribution?

Louise Rideout

I would.

Bonnie Gawrys

Yes, I would too. In fact, we need that right now. <Laugh> okay.

Q: Rep Hunt - Probably even more so

Louise Rideout

Can I just share something? I'm sorry to interrupt. But when I bought this home in 2018, it wasn't a

co-op then Hines owned it, holiday acres. And when I bought it, I have four children and three

grandchildren and my youngest son who's in the hospital right now. He was participating to help me

in the process. And I tried to teach him a little bit about the process of home. I owned homes before

mass, but this was a different situation. He was old enough to learn. And my two young

grandchildren love coming up there and I am a responsible homeowner. I, you know, maintain my

property. I care about my community. I care about my neighbors. And right now the bullseye on my

back is so big that I feel like, you know, this is something it's better than nothing. That's right. But I

do like the fact representative Greason that you would like to see about including some type of

retribution. Yeah. Yeah. Thank you very much. I, I appreciate that. Thank you.

Bonnie Gawrys

Thank you for, for bringing that up, because that is thank you. That, and just to mirror what she

said, I've only lived here for a year and a half. I took all the money that the VA gave me after

fighting to make my husband a service related disability. I left my family and friends behind came

up here to live a nice peaceful life. Let me tell you when I have to keep my curtains closed during the

day and I have to buy security cameras because my people in my pocket are targeting me because

people on the will just leave it like that. But I'm just going to end it right there. Pardon?

Q: Rep Beaulieu - Thank you, Mr chair. Thank you to take my question. Can you go to superior court

now?



A: Bonnie Gawrys - No, we don't. Have you have any recourse right now?

A: Louise Rideout - I'm not sure.

Q: Rep Hunt - We can talk offline, but okay. Their issue was the way the transaction occurred,

Q: Rep Beaulieu - Because I just would, would you believe I've been to superior court with condo

owners who have been targeted? It does happen often.

A: Bonnie Gawrys

Yes, it does often.

Q: Rep Beaulieu - Mm-Hmm <affirmative> and we went to superior court to challenge the board and

they won, but they had to spend thousands of dollars.

A: Bonnie Gawrys - You know what, and, and, and I can understand that, but in some, in some

instances, like for Louisa, myself who are targeted again to me it would be beneficial because

somebody has to stand up for what's. Right.

A: Louise Rideout - But we, but the also, also it would cause a burden. If you are bringing, you know,

to go to superior court, if you're bringing anything against the board, in your co-op, it would

eventually cost money. And, and it would teach people like, Hey, you gotta do the right thing and the

ethical, but on the other hand, you know, my name is, we're not, we're not wealthy people. We're all

like regular people, but, but there has to be some accountability. I totally agree with accountability

because if you don't have any and people,

A: Bonnie Gawrys - The boards run rogue.

A: Louise Rideout - Yeah. They do. And the issues that we have of people running rogue, and they're

very, it's very right now, you're right about the money. Even if you go forward, we're missing so

much money anyway. So if you go forward. Yeah. I mean, it, it might actually make people

accountable. Thank you very much for sharing

A: Bonnie Gawrys - That. Thank you. Thank you. I appreciate that was very, yeah. Like Louis said,

we're missing almost. We're missing a lot of money anyway.

Deborah Richardson

I just want to say that this bill, I mean, I haven't lived in a co-op. I've always owned my own

property. So when we moved here, my husband and I, he wasn't feeling good. So we figured this

would be a nice community to live in, but what I'm finding out and I was on the board for only eight

months because I was the first person to be different from the man that's been running it for 11

years. And in the eight months, every month I had issues because he would stand outside because he

wasn't on the board and tell everybody to come in and complain to us about what we were doing

wrong. I've never been on the board before. And I said that right off the bat that I'm new at this I'm

willing to learn, but it was constant every month. And finally, after every eight months they put a

petition on me because in my whole board that they wanted us off the board because we weren't

doing things their way. Now as of this day, pretty much four of them are still on the board as, and



this was three years ago. So they're all back on the board, what they want. But what I'm saying is

the board, our board anyway is if I like you, you can do this. But if you, I don't like you, it can be the

same thing as my friend and you're not going to do it. And it's constant constant, you know? I mean

the one of the man that I talk about a lot of times he asks for a lot of our issues with our people in

the park, you know, with neighborly issues because he, he tells one neighbor, one thing and he tells

the other neighbor the same, you know, a different thing. And so that causes conflict from neighbor

to neighbor. I'm just saying, I think that the board needs more accountability because they don't

follow the bylaws or our rules. They, they make up their own. They, they feel that that's and half of

them don't know what the bylaws and rules are. So they don't even read them before they go in. So I

think this will help if they, they need accountability and we need be able to have a voice because you

go to them and they just shrug it off. Like, you're just, I mean, we've been my husband and I,

anybody that speaks with us is targeted. They won't talk to them. I've had a new neighbor that

moved in across the street. They will not associate because they, they talk to my husband and I,

because they call us the troublemakers because we did put up, we started with Karen and SU and,

and Senator French. And I mean, so we had the biggest troublemakers in the park because we went

hit and Sylvia, cause she, she made headlines in our little paper. So she is a big target <laugh> okay.

So thank you very much. But I, I approve, I wish this bill would go through some kind of help for us.

Sylvia Dion

Thank you. I agree. Everything Debbie said was true. The only thing I have to add is that we did try

to get a lawyer because of all the conflicts and that, and they didn't want any part of us. And I think

it's because of this gentleman, this he's done a gentleman, this person that's causing, he's been a, a

president and everything else for ye 11 years and sadly he's my neighbor. <Laugh> so that doesn't

tell that is. But what I want to say is we do need help someplace. We couldn't get it from rock. We

couldn't get it from lawyers. We didn't know where to turn until we called Harold fr French and

Karen. And that's where we got started to get some help. But it's, it's a shame that you live in a place

that you have four or five people dominate and everything they won lately. This last existent board

will not tell, tell you anything. And they, they didn't have meetings for four months in a row. And

one, one said to me and from another board, if you don't like it, leave, which is very nice. And she

was the same as the, this fellow on the board that just gives you trouble after trouble. He doesn't like

me because I will answer him back. And most people are afraid to answer him. And so naturally

being neighbors, we have conflicts. So the other day I get a phone call and it's for the president of the

board telling me if I don't stop harassing a lot of people. I didn't know. I knew that many people

<laugh>, but he she said you will be disciplined and you will be worn. I warn you right now. You'll be

losing your membership. Yep. So I'm not afraid of it because I have gotten a hold of the local paper

and they will be hearing about this. And she's the, the writer is an agree with me to have another

article in the paper. And the president of our board absolutely will be mad as heck because she left

the board the, the same day, the first article article came out. So I mean, what does that say? You

know, but another thing we don't trust this man at all, as far as our money goes with the park, he is

charging 20 to 25% for every contract he makes. So that's costing us the members more money, but

he denies well, he's a perpetual liar anyways. And he denies everything. So you can't win with them,

but I just, we need help. That's what we need.

Q: Rep Burroughs - This is really quick. Would you believe that you said that your troublemaker,

you are good kind of trouble?

A: Thank you. We're vigilantes soon.



Respectfully submitted,

Rep. Keith Ammon, Clerk
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